Abstract-Several large radio astronomy projects, such as SKA, FAST and VLBI, are under development in different phases towards their final goals. Among all future radio telescopes, ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna systems are demanded and thus draws a lot of research resources. In this talk, the state-of-the-art research at Chalmers University of Technology and Onsala Space Observatory on two most promising UWB feed technologies, the Eleven feed and quadruple-ridge flared horn (QRFH) feed, will be reviewed with theory of their working principles, new techniques applied for improving the performance, optimization technologies, mechanical designs for assurance of realization of all technique implementation, and system performance optimization and evaluations. The developments have been driven in a perspective of SKA Mid band array. Examples and future developments will be discussed in the talk.
INTRODUCTION
Among large radio astronomy projects, such as SKA, VLBI and FAST, ultra-wideband (UWB) radio telescopes are critical essential parts for achieving the ultra-sensitivity goals set for these next generation projects. Therefore, ultra-wideband feed technologies have been driven by these high demands to gain rapid developments recent years.
Two major technologies of the UWB feeds are the Eleven feed technology [1] , [2] and the Quadruple-ridge Flared Horn (QRFH) feed technology, both with high aperture efficiency and low ohmic loss and different pros and cons so it is important to choose a proper one for different applications.
An overview of the developments of the two technologies, with new results and discussions of the future developments will be presented in the talk.
II. ELEVEN FEED
The basic configuration of the Eleven feed is a pair of dipole over a ground plane. For UWB performance, a pair of the cascaded folded dipole array is employed for one polarization so there are two such pairs of arrays for dual polarization. Fig. 1 shows different versions of the Eleven feeds. The main advantages of the Eleven feed compared to the alternative UWB feeds are the nearly constant beamwidth and the fixed phase center location. Furthermore, the Eleven feed is one of the most compact decade-bandwidth feeds for reflectors. 
III. QRFH FEED
A QRFH has its own advantages: the standard 50-coax output ports, all metal structure and the freedom of controlling the beamwidth via changing its profiles. In this talk I will present a new optimization and realization of a quadrupleridge flared horn with new spline-defined profiles instead of the conventional analytical profiles in order to achieve high aperture efficiency and sensitivity over a 5:1 bandwidth at high working frequency up to 24 GHz. The spline-profiled QRFH provides a better control of the propagation modes in the horn, which leads to a better aperture efficiency in terms of polarization efficiency pol, BOR1 efficiency BOR1 and spillover efficiency sp. Optimization technology and mechanical realization for this QRFH feed will be presented in the talk.
